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( a )  Interurbans in General
Illinois la now unique in still possessing, essentially 
Intact, the largest of Its interorban electric railroads —  the 
network known for raany years as the Illinois fraction System but 
operated In recent years under the name Illinois Terminal Railroad 
Company. The story of how this one large Interurban line survives 
and prospers when all of its big contemporaries elsewhere have 
failed, will be among the subjects of our discourse.
Mot many residents of central Illinois are now much con­
cerned whether the Illinois terminal Railroad lives or dies, be­
cause in these days private automobiles and buses provide the 
easiest answer to most of their problems of short-haul passenger 
transportation* But in the first 20 years of this century the 
situation was different, good roads war# just being projected! 
automobiles, while common, «er® not very numerous} bus and truck 
lines ¥,ere still in tbftlr infancy* Hot even city streets were al­
ways paved, and travel outside of the city proper, by means of 
either horse-drawn vehicles or the early autos, Involved harrowing 
encounters with dust and ruts or with bet tousles a mud boles, accord­
ing to the season*
5"Therefor©, at the turn of th© century, the steam railroads 
not only handled all the freight, but they enjoyed such a nonopoly 
of passenger travel that countless commercial towns centered on the 
railroad station to facilitate cosminlcation with distant points• 
But it was not feasible for through trains to stop at the smaller 
country towns? and though nany ©team lines provided local service, 
the relatively high fares, the Infrequent schedules, and the preva­
lence of soot and cinders tended to limit the popularity of this 
means of travel. Consequently the aaerican public was pleased to 
patronize the local electric railways which developed in the first 
two decades of the century, originally as rural extensions of the 
city street-car systems, later serving to connect many of the 
cities with the similar surrounding towns.
These "interurban* electric lines served several purposes. 
They provided a cheap, clean, and convenient means for rural resi­
dents to go to town for shopping, and for the children to go to 
school, and also for the city dweller to reach a picnic grounds 
or a week-end cottage or to visit friends in a nearby village.
Most of the lines also handled package freight in the forward com­
partments of their passen^wr cars, so the nearby farmer could de­
posit his can of milk or cream or his cases of eggs at the nearest 
car stop and know that his produce would reach the erea aery or 
other intows market without delay, even though the rural roads 
might be hub-deep In mud.
Another role was played with enthusiasm by many of the 
country cleetric lines. In the early years of the century a back- 
to-nature movement appealed to the romantic spirit of large
4segments of th© American population, and the interurban lines were
quick to exp lo it the natural beauty of the ru ra l areas they served*
Pub lic ity  booklets described in glowing terras the " f ir s t  mission"
of the e le c tric  railways
"To open up and make possible of enjoyment the 
price less beauties and comforts of the country•
1 Contemplation of the quiet beauties of nature,ft wrote 
a p u b lic ist fo r the I l l in o is  fractio n  system, "has a 
happy e ffect on minds made harsh by the competition 
of business and professional l ife *  •The groves were 
Ood*s f i r s t  tem ples,# (la *  Cullen Bryant) and they re­
ta in  a power of compelling a feeling  of reverence for 
th e ir Creator* fhose who spend several hours among 
the trees , shrubs, and flowers of the ’ woods,* return 
to the great aystery of iiaturej and a softening and 
refinement of character, as already suggested, are 
f ir s t  fru its  of th© tro lle y  excursion*
"'.lore and more ye a rly , the business rimn lik e s , a fte r 
business hours, to hie himself away by tro lle y  to a 
cottage fa r removed from the noise, dust, smoke, and 
heat of the c ity* He is  rnich better for i t ,  to say 
nothing of h is fa m ily .* • * " (!)
I f  the followers of Henry fhoreau could be conveyed over the week-* 
end to th e ir respective Lakes walden, the interurbans would be more 
than happy to oblige, and there is  no doubt that his movement was 
to the benefit of a l l  concerned*
Once developed to provide the environs of a c ity  with lo ca l 
transportation, the e le c tric  lines extended rap id ly across the 
countryside to jo in  other lin e s , eventually forming a greet net­
work of in ter urban ra ilroads connecting :aany of the p rincip a l 
c it ie s  in the north-eastern part of the country and In the Middle 
jest* Featuring lower fares and more frequent service than the 
steam roads were able to o fe r , the e le c tric  lin es brought country 
residents more easily  to town, and c ity  fo lks more often to the
5country, than had ever been possible before; and they served an­
other function of economic Importance by speeding up th© movement 
of commercial travellers from town to town* Before 1910 a Chicago 
wholesaler was quoted In praise of the Interurban systems In 
Illinois and adjacent states*
"If you will now notice/* he said, "our men are now 
enabled to cover their territory In one half the time 
and at one half th© cost of former steam service* Ho 
more waiting over In towns for the one and two a day 
train* Our men finish a town and are in a position to 
get to the next one any hour*yf (2)
to highly did the businessmen of Decatur, Illinois, value 
the Interurban service that th© merchants and hotelkeepers erected 
at their own expense a circular station in the middle of Lincoln 
Square, a focal point for most of the city*s traffic* The struc­
ture served as a ??transfer house" for several converging lines of 
streetcar#, and as a station for the Interurbans which arrived 
from points east, north, and west* A notable feature of this 
building was an open second story in the form of a covered band­
stand, in which concerts were given on warm summer eveninjs. h 
traveller arriving from distant points on the interurban could 
make his way to the adjacent St* Nicholas Hotel, to th© accompani­
ment of martial music* A bandstand also adorned the station at 
Georgetown, south of Bsnvllle, and presumably similar arrangements 
existed elsewhere* In any case, it is safe to say that th® moan 
of traction gears and the clatter of steel wheels on switches and 
crossovers became quite as familiar to the ears of American clty- 
dwellers as did the strains of Von Suppe and John Philip Sousa with 
w leh, as here, these sounds occasionally mingled.
For a time the popularity of the Interurbans was so great 
and consequently the Interweaving of their networks so complete 
that a persistent traveller could journey by electric car all up 
and down the eastern seaboard, and by bridging only one or two 
short gaps could travel westward to Chicago and beyond• But the 
prosperity of these services, which reached their maximum develop­
ment by 1915, was to prove short-lived*
The decade following the first world war brought to the 
nation a new system of surfaced highways, and along these roads 
millions of new automobiles carried an ever-lncreasin proportion 
of the American public* The interurban had gone a long way toward 
connecting the city with the country and with other towns; but, 
flexible as its service was in comparison with that of the steam 
railroad. It could not compete in mobility with the private auto 
and its freedom of the road* The average well-to-do family was no 
longer obliged to spend its summer* at a cottage handy to an elec­
tric line but now could (and does) wander from coast to coast In 
its own car* The farmer, x;lth his own light truck, could now 
drive his produce to market Instead of shipping it in on the inter­
urban. His children no longer took the electric car to the central 
school but boarded the school bus at their own front gate* Too, 
the travelling salesman found that he could cover by auto a terri­
tory even larger than that opened up to him by the electric lines. 
So, to the electric traction industry this development of individ­
ual transportation helped to bring quick and almost complete dis­
aster. From two autos per thousand population in 1907, th© number
7jumped to 80 In 1920 and 200 in 1930, Overbuilding doubtful 
financing, and nation-wide depressions also took a heavy toll of 
traction lines* In 1921 over 17$ of electric railway operators 
were in the hands of receivers, and by the middle 30*s hundreds of 
the nation1® cities of moderate size wrote off as a dead loss elab­
orate street-car systems representing investments of literally 
billions of dollars. (3) With these went very nearly all of the 
network of interurban lines* The only survivors were the few com* 
panics which had developed heavy commuting traffic into the largest 
cities, or which had built up a substantial business in carload 
freight. Only a handful of such lines remain, of which only two 
or three operate any considerable milage of track. Spanning al­
most the entire breadth of central Illinois, the Terminal is by 
far the largest of the surviving lines, and it best preserves at 
least the superficial aspects of the cross-country, passenger- 
carrying electric ra ilroad* At the same time, Its prosperity be­
trays various Important departures from the former traditions of 
Interurban operation*
(b) Historical Background of the Illinois Terminal
(1} Early Flans and Their Modification* Like most railroads 
of any size, the present Illinois Terminal represents a union of 
many smaller lines* Some of these originated as steam roads mostly 
concerned with industrial freight switching, others as electric 
lines principally devoted to interurban passenger traffic* These 
two contrasting elements— steam freight terminal service versus 
electric pessender service— developed for may years as two separate
ULi i :c o i -> TiOvCTi;*: system IN 19 11
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9railroads* The steam freight part of th© system was initiated in 
1895 as the Illinois Terminal Company, serving industries in and 
near Alton, Illinois* Prospering, it extended Its own lines and 
acquired others southeast to Bdvardsvllla and Troy, and south to 
Granite City and Bast St. Louis* Although the Terminal carried 
some passengers in Its first few years, this service was soon dis­
continued and the saaxsagamant was not again concerned with passenger 
movements until union was effected with the Illinois Traction Sys­
tem in 1923* (1)
The Illinois Traction tyataa, the electric Interurban part 
of the present combined enterprise, developed from a small line 
operating at the turn of the century on the very opposite side of 
the state from Alton where the steam portion of the railroad began* 
The Danville, Paxton, and northern was Incorporated late in 1399 
and began operating in 1901— not, as one would expect from the 
corporate title, northwest froa Danville to Paxton, but, instead, 
south from Janville to estville, farther south in 1902 to George­
town, and In 1905 to Kidgefarra. (2) Another line opened In 1902, 
running from Danville southwest to Gatlin, and was intended to con­
tinue westward to Urbana and Champaign; but landholders west of 
Gatlin asked such high prices for their property that the company 
decided against extending th© Gatlin line* Instead, it started 
yet a third line directly west out of Danville to reach th© Twin 
Cities by this shorter route, along which th© farmers held their 
land less dearly* (3)
These lines south, southwest, and west out of Danville were 
Just th© beginning of a large building program pushed forward by
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..111 Isa MeEinley of Champaign, who owned the street railway in 
Champa i0**Urbana and rather quickly becaae a magnate in the field 
of electric power and transportation In central Illinois* Within 
a few years the MeEinley Syndicate bad organised or acquired street­
car systems In many other cltlee and towns In Illinois, and built 
power.plants not only to serve the railways but also to furnish 
various cities? with electric lights and gas both within Illinois 
and at Topeka, Kansas, and Dee dolnes, lows* Mow Mr* c^ in ley en­
visioned a eohe.se by which the several local railways in Illinois 
should he Joined up to form a continuous route from Danville on the 
east and Bloomington and Peoria on the north, to St* Louis on the 
southwest, by way of Decatur and Springfield* although the indi­
vidual local companies continued for some years as separate corpo­
rate entitle®, the various lines were merged into a unified oper­
ation known as the Illinois Traction System, with headquarters in 
Champaign*
The system was organized with two chief considerations in 
wlm— one, to provide local passenger transportation for which 
there was found to be a good demandf and the other, to provide the 
cKinley l%ht, power, and gas enterprises with their own railroad 
as an economical way of obtaining coal, which was mined at various 
points along the lines— chiefly near Danville, In Springfield, and 
in the Belleville district near the south end of th© line*
Champaign was connected with Danville in 1903 and with 
Decatur In 1907* Other parts of the system had already been built 
north and west from Decatur, and north and south from Springfield,
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and 1908 saw completion of th© entire electric line as it continues 
to operate todayf with only one important exception: through rail 
service Into St# Louis was affected only in 1910 with completion 
of the fractionfs m m  i* ill lam McKinley Bridge across the Mississippi. 
Prior to this time, train ferries were employed* Also, passengers 
were obliged for severs! years to change trains at th© various di­
vision points even after the lines were physically joined in 1910j 
but before long it was possible, as it 1® today, to ride without 
change from Danville on th® east to Springfield on the west— 121 
miles— passing en route through Urbana, Champaign, Montlcello, and 
Decatur* By changing trains at Springfield one may proceed either 
southward to St* Louis by way of Carlinville and KdwardsvilXe, or 
go northward from Springfield to Lincoln and Fast Peoria. Another 
line runs northward from Decatur to Clinton and Bloomington, then 
northwestward to r-ackinaw Junction where it Joins the iwingfield 
line to run through to feast Peoria*
Early maps of Illinois Traction made before the system was 
completed, show that the 1 Ine from Springfield to Lincoln was first 
Intended to continue northeastward parallel to the Alton Railroad 
into Bloomington, and the Peoria to Bloomington line was expected 
to run on to the southeast following the Big Four direct to 
Champaign* (4) But neither of these lines was bailt, nor the line 
which was surveyed west from Springfield to Jacksonville* Likewise, 
other lines projected to run. east from Danville to join an Indiana 
road beyond th© border, and south from ftidgefarm to Faris, were 
never constructed. (5)
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Replanning of the line to run due north from Lincoln to 
' acktnaw Junction provided a nuch .xore direct route toward Peoria 
than was originally conceived, and it also fitted Into a larger 
schee on which >3r* cKinlay m s  working even befc re th© system 
we have outlined was completed; he proposed to expand the Illinois 
Traction into a through line connecting St. toils and Chicago*
By 1911 the Illinois Traction System Included a sizeable 
interurban line along the upper Illinois Elver Valley--the Chicago, 
Ottawa, and Peoria* Popularly called the "Illlnl Trail,” it linked 
Joliet, Ottawa, and Princeton along a scenic route to which an 
early timetable happily applied the phrase, ”v<here Nature smiles 
for miles and adlas**
In due course a connection was established at Joliet which 
carried the Xllini Trail Interurbana to a terminal on Archer Avenue 
la Chicago* also, a branch line was built south from Ottawa to 
£treator* All that was now required to complete the through line 
was a 48-mlle connection from Streator to iackinaw Junction by way 
of Eureka* A second link with the parent system, to consist of a 
20-nile line west from Eureka to Peoria, was also contemplated*
But the union of the two separate portions of the Illinois Traction 
f yatem tsas never made*
With a foresight rare asiong Interurban pronoters, Illinois 
fraction officials perceived that passenger service should not re­
main the railroadfs onlj source of revenue; and, while considering 
completion of the through line, they mere also bending their efforts 
toward developing traffic In carload freight* They saw that com­
pleting the physical connections between the Streator line and the
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parent system at Mackinaw Junction end Peoria was the s tallest 
problem involved in achieving large-volume through traffic in 
either passengers or freight* The Chicago passenger terminal at 
Archer Avenue was remote from the Loop, and the Traction inter- 
urbans were too large to reach the center of the city 'by means of 
the elevated structure as did the trains of various other electric 
line©* So, the McKinley line could gain access to downtown Chicago 
only toy buying all new passenger equipment or by purchasing a pri­
vate right of way, and either move would involve vast sums of 
money* 'The problems- relating to freight terminals were not so 
difficult, but freight traffic could be developed only be aggres­
sive solicitation* and in Chicago, such a program would be ex­
tremely costly if conducted on a scale designed to lure much busi­
ness away from the Santa Fe, the Bock Island, the Alton, and the 
Illinois Central— a l l  of them much larger lines and a l l  well es­
tablished In the territory to be served by the Illinois Traction.
It became apparent that the expense© Involved in thus completing 
the through route for freight and passenger traffic, would be all 
out of proportion to the revenues likely to develop in the face of 
this entrenched competition* Therefore the 48-mile gap was never 
closed, and the St* Louis-to-Chicago line remained unfinished* (6) 
The separate Illinois Valley Division continued for some 
years as a passenger operation; but, without the freight traffic 
which carried along the other portions of the system when the 
automobiles drew their patrons away, it eventually shared the fate 
of most of the nation's interurban electric lines* Revenues fell
uoff to th© point that the whole northern operation was given up in 
1932* Meanwhile the Traction lin e s to the south and southeast from 
Peoria were gradually building up a substantial volume of fre ight 
t ra ff ic *  This business rose over the years as the revenue from 
passengers stead ily dwindled; and, while the passenger t r a f f ic  does 
continue in a sig n ifican t volume, i t  is  the fre igh t operations 
which in recent years have provided by fa r the greatest share of 
the ra ilro a d fs Income*
(2 ) Freight Development
from th© beginning, the I ll in o is  Traction D ivision of the 
present I l l in o is  Terminal Railroad Company departed somewhat from 
the all-passenger pattern typ ica l of raost interurban e le c tric  roads. 
I t  handled a modest volume of coal t r a f f ic  In the process of supply­
ing fu e l to th© power houses of the lin e  i t s e lf , also the lig h t and 
heating plants of other elements of the McKinley enterprises* The 
1906 roster of ro llin g  stock boasted three 40-ton e le c tric  engines 
for fre ight se rv ice , and 160 gondola cars fo r handling coal in  
winter and sand and gravel In summer. At th is time the Traction 
possessed only 16 box cars which were devoted to handling hay, 
g ra in , and general merchandise* (7 ) These 16 were described as 
nstandard steam-road box cars1* but th e ir couplers were modified to 
enable th© cars to negotiate the right-angle turns encountered 
along the c ity  etreet-ear tracks over which a l l  Traction t ra f f ic  
moved*
For some years the steam roads declined to accept Traction 
fre ig h t equipment for interchange purposes, partly because th e ir
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own cars could not get over a l l  parte of the-fraction system, and 
partly as a aatter of discrim ination against the e le c tric  lin e s . 
Whtt# th is  policy prevailed i t  Halted! th© Tractionfs o ff- lin e  
t r a f f ic  to sas 11 volume, as a l l  commodities bad to be trans-shipped 
to steam-road equipment on leaving I*T *$ . r a i ls .  Even so, a modest 
t ra f f ic  was b u ilt up on th is basis with the C* and E . I ,  ra ilro a d , 
which crosses the Traction lin e  at Glover, ten miles east of 
Urbana* In order to provide a jointly-operated merchandise service 
between Chicago and Charapai^n-Drbana,  the e le c tric  lin e  maintained 
a night crew at Glover to trans-ship the cargoes from C* & E . I*  
cars* I t  also b u ilt an elevator there which handled in ter-car 
transfer of grain loads* 18) But in fclsae the C. and E» I .  accepted 
e le c tric - lin e  equipment for through interchange t r a f f ic ; other 
roads followed s u it , and the Traction became more and more con­
cerned with Its  fre ig h t business*
The management made a determined bid to develop both on-line 
and o ff- lin e  fre ig h t t r a f f ic , ac tive ly  so lic it in g  the patronage of 
f i r  sis already on the lin e , encouraging the se ttlin g  of new in ­
dustries on adjacent s ite s , and building a profusion of sidings 
and spurs to serve the e levato rs, fa c to rie s , warehouses, and mines 
along the ra ilroad* The company b u ilt belt lin e s and bypasses 
around the larger towns to detour the fre igh t tra in s past the sharp 
curves in  th© c ity  stre e ts , and established a great number of 
interchange connections as w ell as the fre ig h t yards required to 
handle the growing movement of cars to and from nforeign” lines*
And i t  acquired ro llin g  stock to handle it s  t ra ff ic *  In 1925 th©
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Traction lis te d  849 fre igh t cars of various kinds, 105 express 
ca rs , and 35 e le c tric  fre ight locomotives; and in that year reve­
nues from fre ight t ra f f ic  s lig h tly  exceeded revenues from passenger 
t r a f f ic , each category to ta llin g  somewhat over 12 m illion* At th is 
same time, the steam I ll in o is  Terminal Company in 1925 lis te d  only 
69 fre ig h t cars and ten steam switching engines, and fre ig h t oper­
ating revenues to ta lled  | 1,440,977.09* (9)
Since union of the two lines in  1928, fre ig h t ha® come more 
and more to dominate the scene* Freight revenues have Increased 
both in  volume and In proportion of to ta l revenues, developing 
nearly |9 %  m illions in 1950, compared to passenger revenue of 
I 1,078,4$$ for the same year. And, although the e le c tric  I ll in o is  
Traction d ivision  of the combined system continues nominally to be 
an e le c tric  Interurban lin e , the fa llin g  o ff of passenger revenues 
and the progressive curtailment of Interurban schedules gradually 
reduce the Importance of the passenger element of the /hole oper­
atio n ; while the fre ight t r a f f ic  has achieved a volume of re a l 
economic significance*
(5 ) Passengers* et* a l*
While i t  is  obvious the Traction f e l l  short of completing 
some of it s  early building plans, the lin e  even so achieved d is­
tinctio n  in the fie ld  of ra ilroad ing  on several counts. From the 
very beginning the Traction dispatched it s  tra in s by telephone In­
stead of telegraph, and even now many larger lines have yet to 
make that basic improvement. Building It s  own bridge across the 
M ississipp i into S t . Louis at a cost of ,4j& m illion  would have
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been en audacious move by any ra ilro ad , aa one .aa&y Judge by the 
tact there was at that time (1910) only on© other ra ilroad  bridge 
across the r iv e r , and that under Jo int ownership. Bat the Traction 
could hardly have achieved through service into St* Louis in  &xxy 
other manner, and the sizeable revenues derived fro.a vehicular 
to lls  and from m w m m n t  of fre ig h t t r a f f ic  across the structu re , 
ahow th is  to have been a sound investment*
In passenger se rv ice , the Traction for iaany years has set th© 
highest standards of any Interurban ra ilroad* The main lin e  route 
of 172 s lle s  from Feorla to Springfield  and St* Louis furnishes 
Peoria it s  only ra ilro ad  passenger runs to either of those c it ie s , 
and accordingly the company has always provided the beat equlpjjent 
and the fin e st service on th is  line* For many years the Traction 
operated overnight sleepers on ’’The Owl'1 between Peoria and St* 
Louis, and also for a time between Champaign and St* Louis. Berths 
were longer than regulation , uppers were provided with windows, and 
even private bedrooms were furnished at a time when these were a l-  
most unheard-of in standard Pullman service* In  that day when 
legitim ate stage performances and vaudeville acts enjoyed a popu­
la r it y  comparable to that of present-day movies, th e a trica l troupes 
kept Traction sleeping-cars busy* Many a company, on closing it s  
run at the Orpheus* in Champaign, tt alee per ed out” on the e le c tric  
lin e  to St# Louis* Lecline of these road shows helped elim inate 
the Traction sleepers, but while they operated they were unique in 
interurban railroad ing  practice*
aytime service was also conducted on a luxurious scale (and 
even now sets a quite acceptable standard) while density of t r a f f ic
was quite impressive* I or many years th© lanvill©  to Springfield  
lin e  ran a tra in  each way overy hour from early morniiLw t i l l  aid* 
night* The tra ins alternated between lo ca ls , which landled ex­
press shipments, and limited*, which omitted the packages and also 
sam  of th© aainor stops, but were ch ie fly  distinguished toy the 
superio rity of th e ir th e ir equipment* Limited tra in s boasted 
parlor cars with swivel ch a irs , an observation platform , arch- 
windows with colored ^ lass, and even a pianoI On the Peoria- 
Springfield-St* Louis lin e , dining service was provided as w e ll.
1 ven the loca l cars featured In la id  aiahogany woodwork, and good 
green plush seats of the standard ra ilro ad  pattern, with a forward 
compartment partitioned o ff fo r baggage and the express packages, 
and for smoking* Double sets of windows were provided with heavy 
plate g lass , giving a fine view of the countryside and also of th© 
track ahead, along which the cars ro lled  at s ix ty  miles per hour 
on open country straightaways*
A ll of these tra in s passed along the stain streets of the 
towns they served, by way of the streetcar tra cks ; and since the 
stations were usually on the c ity  square and the cars made several 
street-corner stops on th e ir way in and out of toisn, the in te r- 
tipbana provided the tra v e lle r with a nearer approach to door-to- 
door service than the steam ra ilroads of the period, or even than 
the present bus, though in that respect they could not r iv a l the 
automobile*
u n til the coming of paved roads diminished th e ir popularity, 
the intarurbans played an intimate part in th© liv e s  of the com­
munities along th e ir lines* For Champaign and Urbana they served
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\a varie ty of functions* On pleasant weekend® hundreds of nature* 
lovers rode the e le c tric  lin e  to Ogden, twelve miles east of 
Urban®, then three miles south to Homer Park, an a ttractive  wooded 
development on the S a lt Fork of the Vermilion Elver* The university 
fo r many years conducted fie ld  trip s  on the interurbans• Botany 
or geology or geography groups would set out in specia l tra in s of 
two or three care each, which waited on country sidings while the 
classes examined flowers or landforms and returned to the campus 
la te r in  a combined tra in  of as many as ei^ht or nine cars* Special 
service was provided on days of football games at the u n ive rsity , 
and "theater cars11 made special runs from ia n v ille  and Montlcello 
on nights when dramatic events took place In Champaign or In the 
auditorium* Too, u n til the middle 50fs the u n ive rs ity ’ s heating 
plant received a l l  it s  coal over Traction ra ils *  fractio n  cars 
also performed a more serious duty in connection with b u ria ls e f­
fected at the fount Olive Cemetery on a kame east of Urbana near 
Mayview* Funeral services were conducted at the Renner Funeral 
Iome, the casket was loaded into the front compartment of a special 
interurban and the funeral party rode out to the cemetery* In te r* 
ment took place while the car waited on the lin e  nearby, a s itu *  
at ion requiring carefu l timing in deference to the schedules of 
regular tra ins* (10) *
In  recent years, with removal of streetcars from most of the 
c it ie s  served, the in te r xrbans have been rerouted around the edge 
of town along fre ig h t bypass tracks which generally prove less con­
venient for these several functions than the former arrangement,
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though as a whole th e ir running time has been improved sine© the 
tra in s are no longer obliged to match th e ir speed to that of local 
street t ra ff ic *
(4) ikaal&araatlon
t ith  the pasalng years, both additions and subtractions were 
made In the I l l in o is  fractio n  network* The largest changes took 
place in 1928 and 1950* In 1928 a merger was effected uniting the 
I l l in o is  Traction with the St* Louis E le c tr ic  Terminal hallway
Company, and with three stea.ii fre igh t lin e s—The St* Louis, Troy,
f
and I asternj the St* Louis and I l l in o is  Be lt Railway; and the 
I ll in o is  Term inal, the name of th is  la s t ra ilroad  being now applied 
to the combined enterprises* At th is  time the stears fre ig h t lin e  
was extended southward from Troy Junction to 0*Falion in a move 
which improved the b e lt- lin e  character of the system and provided 
d irect interchange with the Pennsylvania (a t F a it) and the B* & 0* 
and the L* & N* at ©•Fallon, and gave d irect access to the St* 
E llen*s mine*
1930 brought three more roads into the Terminal group-*'the 
e le c tric  St* Louis and Alton on which an hourly passenger service 
is  maintained, the e le c tric  ”0 •Fallon Freight” of the T• St* Louis 
and Suburban Railway; and the steam Alton and M stern , which pro­
vides the ntonnage1* route from Venice to Alton, and ca rrie s the 
lin e  west of Alton to Grafton* (11)
The I ll in o is  Terminal Railroad with which these many lines 
were joined, was by now a large subsidiary of the great I ll in o is  
Power Company, which embraced a g litte rin g  array of properties
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Including a l l  th© power, lig h t , and gas fa c il it ie s  of the McKinley 
yn-JIcate, and also the Southern I l l in o is  Power and Light Company, 
owned by Clement Studebaker of South Bend. (12) Hearsay of re ­
spectable origin cred its Samuel Insu11 with having had a consider­
able In terest in  these combined properties, and at least an in ­
d irect influence In the conduct of th e ir a f fa ir s .
In  keeping with the anhaneed prestige resu lting  from the 
amalgamation of holdings Just described, the Terminal completed 
fin e  new passenger stations In feoria (1950), S t . Louis (1932), 
and Springfield  (1953). the building of these new stations was not 
an index of the trend of passenger t r a f f ic  which, indeed, was stead­
i ly  declin ing . Except in S t. Louis, new fa c il it ie s  were required 
by removal from the c ity  streets of the streetcar tracks along 
which the interurbana had always reached th e ir midtown depots* The 
new stations in Decatur and Springfield  were b u ilt on the in d u stri­
a l belt lines constructed e a rlie r to give service to the manufac­
turing d is tr ic ts  and also to avoid pulling  fre ig h t tra in s through 
the c ity  streets* The new arrangement obliged the passengers to 
take a cab or ride a c ity  bus to or from the center of town, which 
is  of course Inconvenient and puts the Terminal at a disadvantage 
compared » ith  the cross-country bus, whose station Is  usually in  a 
centra l location*
A corresponding change was made in Champaign and Urbana in 
1937, when the interurban® were rerouted away from the businass 
centers onto the fre igh t lin es of the I l l in o is  Central and the 
iabash, and began using the old passenger stations of the la tte r
road. Luckily these depots are f a ir ly  convenient to th© business 
d is tr ic ts *  but th© fact that the cars no longer run through the 
streets or stop in  the c ity  square has led some c itizen s to con­
clude that they no longer operate.
S im ilar reroutings have since been effected around Granite 
C ity and ! dw ardsvllle j but in Bloomington, Linco ln , Morton, and 
many of the smaller towns, the Terminal continues to run down the 
main s tre e ts . Other considerations which w ill be discussed at an­
other point resulted in abandonment of the Peoria station In 1950 
and transfer of the fa c il it ie s  there to the cast Peoria side of the 
r iv e r .
Th© development In down town St* Louis, completed In 1932, 
included a block-square combination fre igh t term inal, passenger 
sta tio n , and o ffice  build ing , with a new double-track elevated and 
subway route connecting I t  with the JcMnley Bridge. O riginal 
plans called  for the present huge 6-story structure to be given 
over exclu sive ly to fre ight terminal and warehouse f a c i l i t ie s , 
while the c ity  block adjoining i t  to the south was to contain a 
twelve-story o ffice  building and statio n . Construction on both 
buildings began in  1929. The fin an c ia l panic of la te  1929 and 1930 
did not seriously e ffe ct conduct of the ra ilroad*s other a f fa ir s , 
but i t  did reduee these ambitious schemes fo r the St* Louis term i­
n a ls . Construction of the combined o ffice  building and passenger 
station was halted In 1930 when stee l framing had reached only the 
f ir s t  flo o r le v e l, and for 20 years the project remained In that 
condition. Larly  in 1951 a l«ew York firm  arranged to erect an of­




Plans for the intended fre igh t term inal and warehouse were 
altered so that th is  build ing , as completed in 1932, and as now 
used, contains considerable o ffice  space and also a passenger 
sta tio n , in  addition to the freight-handling and warehouse f a c i l i ­
tie s  fo r which the structure was f ir s t  designed. The ra ilroad  
continued in  control of the building t i l l  January, 1951, when i t  
sold the property to the International Shoe Co ., which occupies 
considerable space in the structu re , the term inal holds a 50-year 
lease on those portions of the property now devoted to the r a i l ­
road *s a f fa ir s , including the company’ s head o ffic e . (13)
At about the time of the amalgamation various changes were 
made in the passenger operation. The passenger service from 
D anville to C a tlln , begun in 1902, was ended in 1328, though 
fre ight service on the lin e  continued t i l l  1946, when condensation 
of the bridge out of Danville led to the sale of the fre ig h t con­
nections to the .abash Railroad . As previously mentioned, the 
^ Ill in i T r a il1* intarurbsns on the upper I l l in o is  Valley were d is­
continued in  1952, long a fte r the plan for the through St* Louis- 
to-Chicago route was discarded. Service from L itch fie ld  to H ills ­
boro was discontinued in 1933f from Staunton to L itc h fie ld , in 
1939. (14) The o rig in a l lin e  from uanville  to t e s t v ille , opened 
in 1901, was abandoned in  1936* (16) In 1930 passenger service 
was discontinued between Ogden and Homer, and the lin e  was short­
ened to serve only as a fre ight spur to the State Hoad elevator 
two miles south of Ogden.
'The last ten years have seen many changes aiade in the 
Illinois Terminal, and others almost made, including near-
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abandonment of the lin es east of Decatur to i& n v ille , and north of 
£ecatur through Bloomington to Mackinaw Junction* Passenger serv­
ice on these two lin e s had dwindled to a low point by 1940, and 
fre ig h t t r a f f ic  showed less promise here than on other parts of 
the system* Thus, when the Var Production Board in 1942 encouraged 
the company to abandon these lines to make th e ir r a ils  availab le 
as stee l scrap fo r the war e ffo rt , the Terminal made a deal with 
the Te ta l Reserve Corporation to dispose of 150 miles of ra ilro ad . 
The In terstate  Commerce Commission thwarted th is  undertaking, how­
ever, and in  the ensuing years of gas and t ire  shortages these 
lines made money on both fre ig h t and passenger t ra ff ic *  (16)
A more successful venture of the early 40’ s was the construc­
tion in the Term inal’ s own Decatur shops of fiv e  large e le c tr ic  
locomotives, each rated at 1800 horsepower, which have proven of 
great value In expediting fre ight movements along the e le c trifie d  
main line*
The attempted sale of 1942 brought the ra ilro a d ’ s a ffa irs  to 
the attention of various governmental agencies, and the wtru st” - 
lik e  q u a litie s of the I l l in o is  Power Company’ s corporate structure 
aroused o f f ic ia l displeasure* In 1943 the I ll in o is  Power Company 
was instructed to dispose of it s  subsid iary, the I ll in o is  Terminal 
railroad* A new corporation was formed, and since 1945 the Illin o is  
Terminal kailroad Company has operated as a separate organization* 
Conduct of the ra ilro a d ’s a ffa irs  has continued In most ways on the 
same basis as before, and fo r the most part with the same personnel, 
though under the new leadership of H. v*ard as president* Mr. 
Ward was formerly with the Minneapolis and S t . Louie, a fre ight
carrier connecting Minneapolis with reoria. It is a line for 
which the Illinois Terminal could provide a good entrance to the 
St* Louis gateway, ana rumor has It that ard’s administration
of the Terminal a&y be 'paving the way for a merger of these two 
companies* But such developments lie In the future*
Mr* Sard's post-war regime has seen all steam power on the 
non-electric freight lines replaced with new Diesel locomotives.
The frle^ht-car fleet ha© been raede raised so that 1200 of the 1420 
cars are of the latest steel construction and only a few years old* 
The right of way has been Inproved at various points by elimination 
of unnecessary carves on th© main line* At wtr* Sard*s instigation 
three new streamlined passenger trains have been built by the St* 
Louis Car Co. and placed In service between St* Louis, Springfield* 
and Last Peoriaj eight new streamlined streetcars have been added 
to the local line connecting St* Louis with Venice, -Madison, and 
Granite City; and raany of the old interurbans on local m  in-line
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service, and running east of Springfield and north of .Decatur, have 
been extensively overhauled and refitted. On the other hand., fre­
quency of passenger service on the Danville line and on the Bloom­
ington line has been drastically reduced in the face of falling 
patronagef and with the continuation of this trend, the future of 
the passenger service on these two parts of the system looks very 
dim.
First of the post-war streamliners was placed in service 
between Decatur and St. Louis late In 1949* The other two trains 
entered the Peoria service In 1949, and all three trains were on 
that run by mid-1950. The new trains are luxuriously fitted up
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with parlor car and dining service as ia customary on the Terminal’s 
main lin e . They are the f i r s t  Terminal equipment to have close- 
coupled, enclosed vestibules permitting passengers to walk fre e ly  
from car to car, and treadle-operated automatic doors nake it easy 
for them to do so. But th© fixed-drawbar design required for th is 
arrange lent makes the tra in s so ns tiff- jo in te d ” that they were at 
once found incapable of negotiating the entrance to the Peoria 
sta tio n , or of turning on any of th© station *wyea* without being 
uncoupled and the cars handled separately*
For a time the older-type tra in s continued to run out of the 
Peoria sta tio n , and a one-car shuttle service was maintained be­
tween the Peoria station and a temporary station in  East Peoria 
from which the new tra in s were obliged to operate. This proved an 
inconvenient and expensive arrangement, however, and in 1950 the 
company was permitted to abandon the Peoria station (new In 1930) 
and to transfer a l l  a c t iv it ie s  to la s t  Peoria, where a new station 
is  now being b u ilt . This development has enabled the ra ilroad  to 
dismantle the old drawbridge across the riv e r and to elim inate the 
maintenance and the bridge-tenders which i t  required, and also to 
dispose of the heavily-taxed station property in Peoria. I t  is  
quite possible that these changes would have been made anyway in 
the course of time, but evidently they were forced on the company 
at th is point by the fact that the design of the new tra in s was not 
well adapted to the rather peculiar character of the Terminal rl^ht 
of way, which lias not changed over In a l l  respects from the status 
of Interurban lin e  to that of a conventional ra ilro ad .
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Commerce Commission, Centennial Building, bpringfield, 111*
(2) Kester, timer E* &lrectorY of Industries, published by 
Illinois Terminal Sailroad, 1947*
(3) Opinion of long-time operator of restaurant in Catlin, whose 
shop was also the fraction’s waiting-room all during its 
operation into the town*
(4) Map in Illinois Traction System annual report of 1906*
(5) Opinion of Elmer £• Fester, passenger traffic manage* of 
Illinois Terminal Hr* Co*, with firm since 1909*
(6) Opinion of .Elmer E* Hester, P*T*M*, employed in an official 
capacity at the time these decisions were aade.
(7) annual Illinois Traction System corporation report for 1906*
(8) Opinion of /‘orris E* Palmer, General Agent for Illinois 
Terminal in Champaign? also of Thompson, C* & E* I* toverman 
(formerly agent) at Clover, Illinois*
(9) annual reports for both lines on file with Illinois Commerce
Co; (mission, Springfield*
(10) Reminiscences of Morris B* Palmer, General Agent In Champaign.
(11) Kester, Elmer E* i Ilrector:, of Industries! also, Isaacs, 
George ». t "A Short History of the Illinois Terminal,” A 
paper read to the IllinI hallroad Club in 1943*
(12) Annual reports of I•*!?•£. on file with Illinois Commerce 
Commission*
(13) Mark Scott Cunningham, St. Louis.
(14) Data from B* K* Kester In a letter dated larch 26, 1951.
(15) Data from scrapbook of newspaper clippings, courtesy Lee
orman, former dispatcher and ticket agent, Danville; now 
freight clerk.
(16) Conversation with £r* i * 1. Kester, F*T*M., larch 26, 1951.
CBAfgBB II
THE M i m O A D  TO DAY
(a) Brief Description of th© iia llroad
The Illinois Terminal Hallroad Company operates 462 mile© 
of main line trackage connecting the principal cities of central 
Illinois with the industrial centers in the southwestern part of 
that state* From those areas it carries both freight and passenger 
across the nississippi on the company-owned McKinley Bridge to the 
railroad*® own large terminals in downtown St* Louis*
The 90-mile "steam” division (now operated by Diesel power) 
constitutes an important belt line connecting directly with several 
of the principal railroads entering the St* Louis area from the 
east, and, by means of reciprocal switching arrangements, with all 
the rest from east or west* Its own switching facilities serve 
several large industries in the vicinity of Alton and ?ood River, 
including large oil refineries, a lead s ielter, a glass works, and 
a large new power plant* The "steam” (or Diesel) division also 
has direct lines to coal mines at Troy and 0 fFallon, and in ad­
dition receives a large volume of coal from the Belleville, DuQuoln* 
Southern Illinois, and Kentucky fields* As with many other lines, 
coal Is th© Terminalfft principal freight commodity* Just over 50$ 
of it moves by rail to the Terminalfs own dock at Alton for ship- ' • * 
ment by barges up the Mississippi to Minneapolis and St* Paul. (1) 
The Diesel division of the Illinois Terminal does about half 
of the annual carload freight business of the railroad* (See
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Tables 1 and XI)* Th© other half of the freight, and a Laos t all of 
th© passenger traffic, la handled on the Illinois Traction division, 
a network comprizing four tiaes as much :nain line mileage and In 
other way# affording sharp con tra cts  to  the picture at the south 
or lower end* The revealing name Illinois Traction division, and 
the fact that this part of the system operates by electric power, 
combine to identify this portion of the railroad as th© largest and 
best-preserved of th© old electric interurban lines*
The original interurban passenger operation is best typified 
by the service from Springfield east to Decatur, Sonticello,
Cha-npaiga-Urbana, and Danville— a total of 321 miles— and on the 
81-mll® line from Decatur north to Clinton, Bloomington, and last 
Peoria. These runs are covered by old-time interurban cars, 3ome 
of them extensively refitted since the war*
Th© imin line provides the only railroad passenger service 
between i-,ast Peoria, Springfield, and St* Louis, a run of 171 alias, 
and features three post-war streamlined trains carrying parlor ears 
with dining service and otherwise superior equipment, operating on 
a limited schedule* Two other electric-line runs carry passengers 
onlyi a streetcar service connecting St* Louis with Venice,
.•adison, and Granite City* and hourly trains from ttm Louis to 
oranlte City, ’wood Eiver, and Alton* Beyond Alton, passenger 
service of a novel sort is furnished by a motor rail bus which 
travels the non-electric line to Tlsah, Chautauqua, and Grafton, a 
scenic route along th© limestone bluffs of the Mississippi. More 
conventional Is the Terminal*s city bua service between Venice and 
Bast St# Louis*
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Freight service on the electric division ranges from light 
packages and express car led in the forward compartments of the 
interurban cars, to full trains of carload freight hauled by heavy 
electric locomotives on daily runs over the entire system. Pre­
dominant aovement of freight over the Terminal is from south to 
north and east. (2) Coal, oil, and steel head the list of com­
modities developed on the south end of th© line, while the northern 
and eastern ends derive moat of their tonnage from manufactured 
goods and from grain, of which a great store moves to huge mills 
served by the Terminal at ecatur. Traffic originating on the 
lower portion of the system moves over th© Diesel lines from west 
and south into Edwardsville. There aain-line trains are made up 
and electric engines take over for the northward haul. This ar­
rangement clears the electrified m&in line between Edwardsville 
and St. Louis for passenger traffic only*
In the central part of the state, the Terminal*® several 
lines connect the capital city, Springfield, with a number of good- 
sised cities and towns, but are not immediately tributary to any 
large metropolitan area such as would provide heavy passenger move­
ments. freight is hanu.Xad in substantial volume on the main line 
to .• ast Peoria and from Springfield to Decatur* The Bloomington 
line and the Danville *e*at end” are less profitable operations! 
end the railroad’s attempt In 1942 to abandon those lines, though 
unsuccessful at that time, has been followed since the war by a 
steady diminution of business, both passenger and freight* 1 ven on 
the streamliners on the main line, passenger traffic has dwindled
nto a low level* though with nearly $300#000 Invested in those new 
trains th©' management is not likely to withdraw thesis*
(b) The Terminal’s Unusual Eight of lay
Beoause the Illinois Terminal inherited s n l of its right of 
way from th© old Illinois Traction interurban system, it face® 
certain operational problems not encountered on many railroads. 
These stem chiefly from the location and engineering characteris­
tics of the right of way.
The "first mission1 of the electric line was to provide pas­
senger service— first from the city to country places, later from 
the city to other towns. For this operation it was expedient to 
run the trains through the main streets of the various towns, 
either along streetcar tracks or by way of rails specially laid 
for the interurbans. The right-angle turns in the streetcar por­
tions of the line have been mentioned previously ae being obstacles 
in the way of early development of freight service. In most in­
stances these turns have been circumvented by a bypass track around 
the edge of town, used at first only by the freight trains but mere 
recently by the interorbans as well.
Bloomington is a major exception to this trend. Here, sev­
eral right-angle turns are encountered which the large steel box­
cars and other modern equipment cannot negotiate. Through on-line 
traffic is maintained by using the short, old, wooden c rs$ and 
efforts have been made to arrange for Terminal trains to move 
through or around the city along the rails of other lines (as was 
done in Champaign-Urbana}, but without success. Therefore
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conventional equipment carrying freight destined for a point on 
the far side of Bloomington must go the long way around by way of 
Decatur, Springfield, and aekinaw Junction. This awkward arrange­
ment is a distinct handicap to efficient freight operation on the 
Bloomington line, and the company seems reconciled to eventual 
withdrawal of the service rather than go to the expense of building 
a bypass* (3) Thus Bloomington provides an extreme example of how 
the right of way location which best served the needs of the rail­
road when its business was chiefly passenger transportation, now 
constitutes a handicap to the through freight operation from which 
the bulk of the revenue is now derived*
It should be pointed out, however, that no such obvious dif­
ficulties are found elsewhere on the line* To be sure the right 
of way traverses principal streets In Lincoln and Morton and sever­
al of the smaller towns; but no troublesome curves are Involved, 
and the freight trains can run straight through, so this arrange­
ment Is not particularly detrimental to the service*
It was a positive advantage to the railroad when short-rlde 
passenger traffic was a major source of revenue, to have the inter- 
urbans run through the business sections of a succession of small 
towns. However, most local travellers now ride in automobiles; and 
the arrangement just described precludes an impressive long-distance 
schedule as even the limited trains must creep through the main 
streets of a whole series of villages* Thus, the Terminal’s stream* 
liners average somewhat less than 39 miles per hour between St* 
Louis, Springfield, end Bast Peoria; (4) and this speed Is not suf­
ficient to induce many car-drivers to ride these trains* It is
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obvious, therefore, that the location of the Terminal’s right of 
way Is a handicap to providing a fast passenger service*
The engineering character 1st ins of a right—of—way built 
chiefly for local passenger travel also present problems to a rail­
road now mostly concerned with movement of freight* Compared with 
other railroads in the region, the Terminal has an abundance of 
curves, some of these of short radius; and it goes up and down a 
large number of slopes with rather steep gradients. Much of the 
original line went literally out of its way to reduce the need for 
cuts and fills, and to minimize the height and length of bridges. 
{5} naturally the result was a large number of grades and curves. 
This policy was dictated however, not only by a desire for low 
initial costs, or in view of the essentially passenger operation 
intended, but also in recognition of the superior ability of the 
electric traction motor to accelerate and to pull with either pas* 
sen&er or freight equipment * The rofile of the line built with 
these considerations In mind Is distinctly undulating. Few steam 
loco notIves could even negotiate Its more sinuous portions, let 
alone run over them with a train; and even the diesel-electric
j
locomotive tested for some months on the main line eventually re­
turned to the less uneven "steam1* division, with the electric 
engine proven leas likely to stall with a heavy train on the steep 
grades. (6)
A continuing program of Improving alignment has removed the 
most objectionable curves on the main line— a horseshoe kink around 
a mine property north of Springfield Is Just now being eliminated—  
but steep grades continue to remind the management that freight
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hauling OB an interurban line presents :aany problems. On the main 
line these grades are not extre ae, but they reiaain a consideration 
in the matter of traffic movement, specially southward from the 
north end*
From last Peoria the line runs for two ailes alon^ r the bot­
toms of the Illinois Elver* then climbs along a winding stream 
valley giving access to the prairie upland by means of a 4$ gradi­
ent, 3 miles in length, known as Caldwell Hill* (7) The heavy 
Class 11B* locomotive can handle 1,000 tons up Caldwell Hill, but 
is permitted 1,750 from Caldwell southward, (8) so th© switch 
engines customarily take half the tonnage up the hill after the 
train has been partly assembled at East Feoria, and the main line 
locomotive takes the other half and completes its train at (aIdwe11 
Siding* This arrangement work® fairly well, as the East Peoria 
yard is snail, and being able to move out part of the train to 
Caldwell as the cars corae in, helps to reduce yard congestion*
A smaller hurdle but characteristic of the terminal is found 
at Bement in the form of an overpass across the Wabash Hallroad. 
rhe slopes involved would suit a highway overpass well enough, and 
they do not fase the passenger interurbans f but freights have dif­
ficulty getting "over the hmap," due partly to the severity of the 
grade and partly to curves on either side which prevent their 
getting a run" at it* Occasionally a heavy train will get "hung 
up" with the engine on one side of the overpass structure, and the 
caboose on the other, and unable to move either way— a situation 
embarrassing to all concerned*
Physical problems of such severity are encountered on very 
few conventional railroads* and the fact that the Terminal can 
operate effectively over a right of way presenting such handicaps 
is due at least in part to the proven superiority of electric 
power*
The most extreme examples of physical problems are found at 
the tanville extremity of the system and will be discussed in the 
chapter on the East lad*
(c) Traffic Potential of the Area Served
The population of Illinois approximates 8 %  millions (9) 
half of this number occupying Cook County# Of the remaining 4^ fe 
million, counties served by the Illinois Terminal comprize over 
lV4 millionj and the St# Louis area *In Missouri, with its 
1,387,555, brings the total in areas Immediately served by the 
railroad to over 2,600,000* It is of Interest that this figure 
has nearly doubled since 1900*
The region with which we are concerned is ideally suited to 
agriculture, the country being relatively level, with permeable 
subsoils, adequate rainfall (£5-4GM), and with a growing season of 
about 180 days. Although the farmland directly adjacent to Chicago 
is more costly, the counties served by the Illinois Terminal have 
a hl^h proportion of the most valuable farmland, not only in the 
state, but In the nation* Farm land In 1951 in Champaign County 
Is selling as high as , 550* per acre* Farm incomes are on a cor­




Distribution of corn acreage shows no wide contrasts over all 
of Illinois, but a higher density prevails in the central part of 
the state, served by the northern and eastern portions of the rail­
road, than in the southwest* This same central section is notable 
as a cash grain area in which a much greater proportion of the crop 
moves to market as grain than in any other part of the Corn Belt*
The greatest concentration of acreage in soybeans centered, 
in 1941, around Decatur, which is the national center for soybean 
processing and thus attracts a large volume of bean traffic.
As would be expected in a region of great agricultural produc­
tivity, the central Faria Belt cities rank high in wholesale trade. 
The figures presented are for 1959 and therefore are not accurate 
in detail, but complete data from the 1950 census are not available. 
The 1951 hand Morally Commercial Atlas credits the St# Louis area, 
including th® two Illinois counties within the metropolitan district, 
with 3^ & billion dollars * wholesale trade in 1948* Figure* for' 
Illinois cities as of 1939 are not strictly comparable but will 
serve to indicate the general relationship* In a tabulation of 
wholesale trade in Illinois cities, Peoria takes second place raith 
83 millions of dollars* Springfield rates third with 30; fifth and 
sixth are East St* Louis and iieestur with 24 each; eighth is 
Champaign with 15; twelfth is Danville with 12; fifteenth is 
Bloomington with 10* Thus, below Chicago, of the fourteen Illinois 
cities doing $10 million or sore wholesale trade in 1939, the 
Terminal serves seven*
Similar patterns are repeated in the tables for retail trade 
and for banking assets, in which the above-named cities served by
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the Terminal hold significant places* urbana, Decatur, Springfield, 
Bloomington* Peoria, and St* Louis are also centers of higher learn­
ing; and this railroad, serving all of them, plays some part in 
moving Illinoisans to and from these spas of culture#
It is of further significance that most of the region served 
by the Illinois Terminal is underlain by coal deposits, that coal 
is mined at various points along its lines, and that quantities of 
both coal and oil originating in southern Illinois reach Terminal 
facilities over connecting rails# Limestone and grsvel are also 
developed at many places within the area# Finally, manufacturing 
takes place in  substantial volume in the Mississippi flood plain 
cities of St* Louis, East St# Louis, Venice, Madison, Granite City, 
food l iver, and Alton; at Peoria and East Peoria, and at Spring­
field and Decatur* all of these communities situated on the Terminal 
system*
Prom this brief summary it is evident that the Terminal serves 
populous commercial centers In a wealthy agricultural area, also
manufacturing centers in an area containing both minerals and mar­
kets of economic slgnificance* Serving to contribute raw materials 
and to distribute the variety of products needed or made along its 
lines, th© Terminal in its prosperity reflects the productivity of 
the area served#
(d) Freight Movements
An index of traffic volume may be approximated by considering 
the number of trains operating scheduled runs over the various 
lines* This is not an accurate gauge, because one through " h o t -s h o if
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may carry twice the tonnage of a way fre ight but i t  is  of in terest 
to compare move&enta on various .parts of the system. Because one 
tra in  leaving Alton makes a clockwise c irc u it  over th® Iie e e l lin es 
by way of Kuw&rUsville, froy Junction, . c lin le y  yard, and the riv e r 
bank lin e  back to A lton, the number of one-way movement* over most 
of the lin e s is  an odd fig u re , thus, between Alton and Edwards* 
v i l le  there are nine scheduled .^ cveracnts d a ily—5 eastward, 4 west­
ward. Between Edwardsville and Troy Junction, there are seven? be­
low froy Junction to 0*fa lio n , t«o* On the lin e  between Troy 
Junction and cKinley Yard, fiv e  movements take p lace. From. Mc­
Kinley northward to Wood L ive r and A lton, th© number is  fo u r; but, 
as these are essen tia lly  so lid , through coal tra in s running on a 
leve l rig h t of way, each one represents about twice the tonnage in ­
volved in  a m y  fre ig h t on other, isore uneven stretches of the sys­
tem* Low point on the t r a f f ic  scale is  the Alton to Grafton lin e , 
rating only two or three round trip s  weekly—less than one run a 
day#
Above i.aw ardsville , four fre ig h ts are scheduled each way 
d a lly  on the e le c trifie d  sain  lin e , as fa r as Sp rin g fie ld , snaking 
a to ta l of ei&ht movements* Above Sp ring fie ld , two of these four 
fre ights continue to K«st Peoria, ,asking four scheduled one-way 
movements daily* Hast of Sp ring fie ld , two runs each way carry 
t r a f f ic  to and from Decatur, to ta llin g  four movements* One train 
each way between Decatur and Danville accounts fo r two fre igh t 
movements d a ily  along the "east end** and one fre ig h t run is  also 
made each way, d a ily , on the Bloomington lin e  between Decatur and 
Jacklnaw Junction, to ta llin g  two fre ig h t trip s  on th is  d ivision*
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Thus, on the electric lin e , there are eight movements of 
freight as far as 1 prin^field; four from Springfield to East Peoria; 
four from Springfield to I*ec«turf two from Decatur to Danville, two 
from l*eatur to Fokinaw Junction*
(e) Passenger Traffic
Whereas hourly service was m Intained for some time on the 
main line runs, and local services out of Danville southward (for 
instance) and from Ogden to Homer operated for many years with 
street-car frequency, such busy schedules are found now only on the 
south end of the system* the "bridge line1 connecting ft* X*ouls 
with Venice, Madison, and Granite City oporates its cars every 
fifteen or twenty minutes, according to the time of dayj and the 
more typical interurban service provided to Granite City, V.ood 
Biver, and Alton operates on an hourly basis* 1-van in the face of 
mounting auto travel, these lines have lost only 20% of their 
revenues since 1945, and some of the escaped income returns to the 
Terminal in the form of Increased vehicular tolls on the McKinley 
bridge* (IQ)
On the main line, however, revenues have dwindled 50$ since 
1945, (11) and have reached such a low point that a reduction in 
schedules has been sought and is about to be granted* For some 
years there have been eight runs each way daily between St* Louis 
and Springfield, totalling 16 trains? and beyond Springfield to 
Peoria (or East Feoria) six trips each way, totalling twelve trains* 
Details are not yet final, but "Inside" Information indicates that 
these schedules will be reduced to about half of their present
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frequency* Such a reduction w ill doubtless lower the ra ilro a d fe 
expenses, but w ill assuredly not turn th© louses on passenger serv­
ice Into p ro fits* Weekend t r a f f ic  continues in appreciable volume, 
but midweek trave l Is  so lig h t that I t  is  f s ir ly  Gommm fo r one of 
the luxurious three~car stream liners, complete with parlor car and 
dining f a c i l i t ie s , to p u ll out carrying no one but the crew! Ex­
press and mail t ra f f ic  helps redeem such p ro fitle ss  runs, but can 
do so only to a very era11 degree*
East of Sp ring fie ld , four tra in s run d a lly  as fa r as lecatu r, 
and three beyond to £ a n v llle , making a to ta l of eight runs on the 
central d ivision  and s ix  on the eastern*
From lecatur to Bloomington and la s t  Peoria, four trip s  each 
way add up to eight for a d a ily  to ta l* All of these schedules for 
nans east of Springfie ld  and north of lecatur represent reductions 
In se rv ice , jaade w ithin the la s t year, as d rastic as those now 
pending on the main lin e . I;or the most part the re f in in g  rune 
are covered by interurbans newly fitte d  with foest-pa tided seats, 
new linoleum, ne® windows1118, fresh  paint everywhere, and even air 
conditioning* But except for holiday crowds, a single car easily 
accommodates the business now in evidence; and i t  is  obvious that 
even modernised equipment is  quite unable to regain t r a f f ic  lost 
to the private auto* I t  is  also clear that the management is  more 
concerned with developing the fre igh t t ra ff ic , in  which substantial 
p ro fits l i e ,  than In continuing to spend money on replacing and 
rebuilding passenger equipment which Is operated at a steadily In* 
creasing re la tive  loss*
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Motes On Chapter II
(X) Interview with H* H* Smith, Assistant to the General Manager, 
March 23, 1951, In St* Louis*
(2) Same*
(3) Interviews with M. K. Palmer, General Agent, Champaign? and 
with I* E. Kester, Passenger Traffic Manager, Springfield*
(4) Current Time Tables*
(5) Sawyer, Fred icottf thesis, 1905, "Construction of the 
Danville, Urbana, and Champaign Railway Company*; for B* S# 
Degree at university of Illinois in Civil Engineering*
(©) Interview with H* H* Smith*
(7) Same*
{8} Current employees* Time Table*
(9) The data in this section are from the U* S. Census of 1950, 
and from Illinois Resources* an atlas Issued in 1944 by th# 
Illinois Fost~0ar Planning Commlasion under Morris W. Leighton*
(10) Annual report for 1950*
(11) Interview with H* H* Smith*
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Because the Terminal is a relatively short-line carrier, a 
large percentage of its traffic either comes from or goes to con­
necting railroads* Of the total tonnage hauled in 1950, the annu­
al reports shows 62,i received from connecting lines, and 36# de­
livered to connecting lines* Thus, most of the Terminal9s busi­
ness involves offline interchange. This requires yard facilities, 
either on the Terminal or on connecting roads, roughly proportional 
to the traffic handled*
The St* Louis area handles a vast amount of traffic, as be­
fits the second largest railroad center in the United States, and 
the Terminal handles Its share of it* On the St* Louis side of 
the river It has a direct connection with the Burlington at Wiggins 
yardj and, through Its own Bierman yard under the west end of the 
McKinley Bridge, with the Terminal Kallroad Association (TuKi*) 
which gives access to four other switching lines, four shortline 
railroads, and the seventeen trunk lines serving St. Louis proper* 
In addition to the modest Bierman yard, the Terminal operates Its 
own large warehouses and freight terminal In the center of the 
city. Too, it switches a substantial number of freight cars 
across the McKinley Bridge from St* Louis to the East St* Louis 
side of the river— over 68,000 of them In 1950*
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From the east end of the bridge, the railroad extends east* 
ward for sore than a mile along a single-track timber "high-line* 
structure, crossing a broad stretch of river flood-plain partly 
occupied by the 85-track yard of the TBEA. Beyond this instal­
lation the Terminal slopes down to its own McKinley yard, "clear- 
Ing-house1* for all freight traffic at the south end of the system* 
On the Illinois side of the river, the Terminal Interchanges 
In various ways with 25 other railroads. Many of these connec­
tions are effected by means of the TRKA, but the Terminal makes 
several direct connections of Its own with various lines including 
the G* M* & 0. (*Altonff), B. Sc 0., Illinois Central, ifickel Plate, 
Southern, and Litchfield and adlson, plus four switching lines* 
Traffic to and from these connections is handled through the "c- 
1 inley yard in Venice, which can hold 920 cars, moves about a 
thousand cars dally, but has handled as many as 1500 cars in a 
24-hour period* Whatever traffic is destined to move northward 
on the electric line goes east out of McKinley on the Diesel line 
to Troy Junction, then north to LeclaJre yard at Edwardsv 11 le, 
where electric-powered freight trains are made up. (1)
McKinley also handles the various Venice, adIson, and 
Granite City Industries served by both Diesel and electric lines, 
including a number of foundries and the Granite City Steel Company. 
The Terminal formerly furnished a large amount of coal to the 
Union Electric Company power plant in Venice, but this traffic 
moved over the street-car tracks through the center of town and 
aroused a good deal of local dissatisfaction* In the last few 
years a new, much larger plant has been constructed Im mediately
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to th© south of th© old onef the new plant la  served by the ?BHA# 
and with the old plant going out of use th© Terminal has lo st th© 
business—another case in which the old right of way proved a 
handicap to the railroad*
Besides performing these functions, JeiClnley also receives 
tha bulk of the coal destined for the Alton dock* This coal comes 
In from the Southern I l l in o is , DuQuoln, and B e lle v ille  coal -dis­
t r ic t s , and from Kentucky, a l l  by way of the I l l in o is  Central, the 
Burlington, the Missouri P a c if ic , and the H v  York Central R a il*  
roads* Three or four so lid  trainloads of coal move d a ily  up the 
term inal’ s r iv e r bank lin e  from Venice to Wood E lve r and Alton* (2) 
A new I l l in o is  Power Company power plant at vood E lve r is  
taking acre and move coal—.making up to the ra ilroad  fo r t r a f f ic  
lo st by relocation of th© other power plant at Venice* Other 
Industries at food E lver include the large Standard O il Company 
re fin e ry  which th© term inal switches fo r the benefit of i t s e lf ,  
the G* If# & 0«, and the Lew York Central* At Alton i t  trades 
t r a f f ic  w ith these saiae two lin es plus the Burlington*
T ra ff ic  in  the Wood Hiver and Alton area is  handled by the 
Alton-Federal yard, equivalent in sis© and in  volume of business 
to the McKinley* Largest sing le operation handled is  th© Alton 
dock, which receives about 125 cars of coal ©very day during th© 
navigating season, and in  1950 unloaded 1,206,000 ton® of coal 
Into barges fo r shipment up th© riv e r to Minneapolis and St* Paul* 
This company dock has handled over two m illio n  tons of coal in the 
la s t two years and thus help© demonstrate to what degree the 
Terminal has developed it s  fre igh t t ra ff ic *  (3 )
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Other large plant® served by the Terminal at Alton are the 
Owens-Illinois Glass, American Smelting and Eefinlng, Alton Box 
Board, and Laclede Steel Companies. .Vhese industries are respon­
sible for a large inbound traffic in sand, scrap paper, metallic 
ores, and scrap steel; and out bound in bottles, lead, wallboard, 
and steel* Some of this latter tonnage is destined to move south 
to St* Louis, some will go eastward to Bdwardsville, there to join 
the electric system to travel northward to Springfield and beyond* 
This northward traffic is accompanied by heavy movements of oil 
froia the refineries at food Elver, to which more volume is added 
at Roxana, on the line to Edwardsville. At fioxana the Hew York 
Central switches cars out of the Shell refinery and gives the 
Terminal a share* (4)
At I dwardsvllle, traffic is transferred between electric 
and Diesel divisions of the terminal, and between the Terminal 
and the v»abash# the lickel Plate, and the Litchfield and Kadis on, 
this last road serving a® a through St. Louis connection for the 
torth-, estern. This Interchange is handled at LeeIs ire yard, 
which has a capacity of about 300 cars. (§}
Along the Diesel line from the south Leelaire receives the 
merchandise traffic dispatched from ?cEinley yard eastward to Troy 
Junction and then northward to Edwardsville, en route to points 
on the Traction Division*
On the Diesel line south of Edwardsvllie, the Terminal also 
receives a substantial volume of coal from the St* Kllen f« mine 
near 0*Fallon, and a very small amount from Troy. Bomm of this 
coal moves southwest on the Diesel line to McKinley yard and St*
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*,ouls, along with southbound traffic off the electric line* Mora 
moves northward to Leclaire, whence some of it moves northwest on 
the Diesel division to the new power plant at Wood Kiver, and 
•bout 40,000 tons yearly goes to the Alton dock* A very snail 
tonnage comes down the electric line from Gillespie and Joins this 
movement* But most of the coal reaching Lecla ire comes from the 
south over the Diesel division and travels north on the Traction 
division to Springfield and beyond* (16) Coal from the Little Dog 
Mine near Gillespie swells this northward flow* Most of the coal 
is bound for Lecatur or East Peoria, the needs of Springfield 
being met by other carriers* Springfield is the center of an old 
coal field, but the last remaining mines in the city are closing 
down and the Terminal gets little coal business either from or to 
the Capital City*
To sum up the movement of coal at the south end of the 
Terminal system— the bulk of the traffic converges on the Wood 
Eiver power plant and the Alton dock, the heaviest movement taking 
place from McKinley yard northward along the riverbank Diesel line 
to the &ood River-Alton area*
In the oil traffic, Wood Hlver is the chief point of origin, 
and the circulation of oil over the Diesel lines is in a clockwise 
direction* f*om Ifcood Blver and hoxana it moves to the Lecla ire 
yard at Idwardsvllle* From here an estimated 40$ of the oil is 
dispatched sojith and west over the Diesel line to McKinley yard 
and St* Louis* The remaining 60^ travels northward on the electric 
line to Springfield. (6)
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Notes on Chapter XXX
(X) Interview  with I. XXis C la rk , r e lie f  tra in saste r at SlcEinXey 
yard, March 25, 1951*
(2 ) Saaae*
(5 ) Interview  with Superintendent Scroggins, illton coal dock, 
March 24, 1951*
(4) Interview at ls,lton»Pederal yard, %rch 25, 1951*
(5 ) Interview with Joseph Lovar, Toweraan, Lecla ire  yard, 
EdwardevilXe, March 25, 1951#
(6 ) Same*
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THE UPPER EHPs ELECTRIC LISES JO IIX H G  SFRIS0FIKLD,
LAST PEORIA, BLOOMINGTON, AMD DECATUR
All traffic through Springfield is handled at th# Bast Balt 
l£ard, approximating Leclaire in size and capacity, with a monthly 
traffic of between 14,000 and 17,000 cars. (1) The Allis-Chalmers 
Company is chief Individual custoiaer in Springfield, with Poston 
Springfield Brick Company second*
In 1950, bulk oil stations in Springfield absorbed 248 cars* 
Commercial outlets in Peoria accounted for 148 carloads, As In 
coal, Decatur was th© best customer, taking 303 cars, though a 
similar volume (estJUiated) was interchanged to the C* & E* X* 
Railroad at Glover, on the east end* The figures given do not 
represent all the traffic in oil, however, as a considerable 
volume is delivered to connecting lines at numerous points of 
interchange, in addition to that assigned to bulk oil plants or 
distributors*
Interchange at Springfield is carried on with the Illinois 
Central, B* 4 0*, i abash, 0. M* & 0*, Springfield Terminal, and 
C* & 1 • 1* fihis last road contributes a weekly coal traffic of 
about 25 cars to the Terminal*
At Lincoln, a gravel quarry provides considerable traffic 
when road work Is being done in the Terminal area.
North of Lincoln the Terminal heads north on an airline 
right of way for over 27 miles to Mackinaw Junction* This stretch
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is worthy of comment not only because of Its straightness, but 
also because it is by far the longest distance over which the 
Terminal electric division does not run adjacent to another rail­
road. This situation doubtless accounts for the fact that the 
railroad serves a greater number of grain elevators (nine) on this 
section of line, than on any other of similar length*
North of Springfield no more connections are made short of 
Mackinaw, where the Mew York Central trades traffic* At Morton, 
interchange is effected with the .‘anta Fe* In Bast Peoria the 
Peoria and Pekin in Ion (P. & P* 0*) affords tho Terminal connec­
tions with twelve trunk-line railroads providing through routings 
to any point in the country* Best individual customer in last 
Peoria is Caterpillar Tractor, which contributes substantial traf­
fic to the Terminal*
As previously mentioned, the last Peoria yard is small, and 
in th© past year its facilities have been rearranged to accommo­
date the passenger traffic formerly handled on the Peoria side of 
the river* with the F* & P* 15 * doing the switching, however, the 
Terminalfs small yard is made to suffice by th© expedient of moving 
parts of freight trains up the hill to Caldwell Siding as the cars 
come in*
The difficulties of freight operation at Bloomington have 
already been mentioned* Interchange at Bloomington may be con­
ducted with the Illinois Central and lew York Central and, through 
them, with the Hickal Plate and the 0* M* & 0*, but in reality 
very little such traffic takes place*
IDecatur affords Interchange with the Illinois Central, the 
Pennsylvania, and the abash d ire c tly % and in d ire c tly  with the
B* h 0*
with the steady increase in soybean production around 
Decatur In the last fifteen years, old grain Mils have been en- 
larked and new ones built to accomaouate the business. The Terminal 
handles a significant share of the grain traffic to and from the 
mills; and, as previously mentioned, does a good business deliver* 
in& coal and oil to Decatur outlets# Decatur yard has been en­
larged in the past year to handle Increased business, and now has 
a capacity corresponding to the yards at Springfield and Edwards- 
vllle. h new Shellabarger ulll is now being erected adjacent to 
the i»ecatur yards, though at last report the Illinois Central will 
apparently have sole access to it* However, the Terminal switches 
the A* I* Staley plant, the largest In lecatur, and has access to 
the other large plants on a reciprocal arrange ent, and does an 
Increasingly good business with them*
Although the Terminal^ clectric division serves a highly 
productive section of the Corn Belt and the area of densest soy­
bean farming in the United States, the grain traffic developed on 
the system represents only a very small percentage of the total 
tonnages of other com ioditles. The writer has accounted fop 37 
active elevators and two gr&in-loaders along the lines. Five are 
south of Sp ring fie ld , twelve between Springfield and Mackinaw 
Junction, eleven between Mackinaw Junction and Lecatur (via Bloom­
ington), four between fprlngfield and Decatur, and •Igjkvfc between 
Decatur and Danville*
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It baa not been possible to obtain traffic figures for in* 
dividual elevators served along the line, and movements to sill Is 
not actually switched by the railroad do not a hoi® up on the car­
load breakdown except in the general figure for interchange* 
Therefore the volume of traffic indicated to specific mills (as 
at Xeoatur and Alton) represents only a part of the grain handled* 
Lven so, th# movements to and- from the A* B* Staley mills at 
Decatur exceeded 4,750 cars for 1950; and other mills in Decatur 
and at Alton accounted for nearly 2,200 more (see Tables I and II), 
these figures alone representing a substantial traffic* In ad­
dition to these, Peoria is recognised as a center for grain traf­
fic because of the distilleries so numerous there, and from con­
versation with various officials we conclude that the Terminal 
does handle a heavy traffic in grain into East Peoria. The figures 
now available, however, do not separate the Peoria grain movements 
from the other considerable interchange via the ?• & F* U* There­
fore we can only very tentatively conclude that the Terminal plays 
a significant role in middle-Illinois grain ssovemsnts*
lotes on Chapter IV
(1) Interview with Isrdmaster i artin, Last Belt yard,
Springfield, March 26, 1951*
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CHAPTER V
THE EAST ESZMBUEOtHZC UtW GQMuhCTim SKCATUR 
ItfB mmiCElM, CKAMPAX G$U«J RB* N A, AND M m i M S
lent Ion has already been itad© of the eight elevators or 
grain loaders served by the Terminal on its line east of Decatur, 
and of the considerable interchange of oil to th© C* & E* I* at 
Glover, and of th© difficult overpass at Bement.
Interchange is also effected with the Illinois Central at 
Champaign, with the Vabash at urbana, and with the Mew York 
Central (or nBIg Four”) at Hillery, Just west of Danville,
Because the streetcar tracks were removed from the streets 
of Champaign and Jrbana in the middle 30’s, the Terminal ap­
proaches Champaign from the west over the rails of the Illinois 
Central freight line, changes to the Vabash Just before reaching 
the station, and continues on Vabash rails to the east side of 
Urbana. Operating in this way over lines other than its own, the 
Terminal receives a much smaller share of the corriunltlesf busi­
ness than v;ould otherwise be th© case* It does serve the C* 8* 
Johnson Company In southwest Champaign, and that plant received 
61 carloads of material in 1950— mostly steel— and sent out 401 
loads, largely consisting of steel bins for mixing concrete, and 
other large fabricated steel forms posing problems in the matter 
of clearances* This one busy plant accounts for a good share of 
th© Terminal*© business in Champaign-Orbana. Both oil and mer­
chandise traffic continues to dwindle in th© face of truck
plA
v t s
competition, but the railroadfs oarload business In and out of th© 
”‘?wln Cities51 in the first quarter of 1951 is 147 cars ahead of 
the same period for 1950* (l)
The terminal continues to supply coal to the Illinois Power 
Company heating plants in Urbana and Champaign, most of this fuel 
coming from Hlllery, near Danville. The railroad also provides 
several bulk distributors on the near edge of Danville with oil 
acquired from the Illinois Central by interchange at Champaign.
last of Urbana, the Terminal serves three elevators and the 
Glover interchange In the first fifteen miles, but then does no 
business of consequence In the next eleven miles between ielong 
elevator and the Bew York Central interchange at Hillery* In 
recent months (spring 1951} the railroad has undertaken to abandon 
the eastern-nost fifteen miles of the line* Therefore, th© situ­
ation at Danville has become a subject of controversy* Here, 
where the Illinois Traction operations were initiated in 1901, it 
seems likely that the railroad will withdraw Its service In 1951; 
and, whereas discontinuance of any railroad service is usually the 
occasion for protest on the part of communities affected, the 
petition for abandonment has evoked expressions of satisfaction 
from the State Highway Department, from the i^ anville Chamber of 
Commerce, from various city officials, and from the railroad it­
self*
The lanville operation has for years represented the physi­
cal obstacles afforded by the interurban right of way, in their 
very worst form* From the station adjacent to the city square, 
the line runs westward for several blocks along lest via in Street,
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to the very brink of the steeply undercut bank of the Vermilion 
R ive r. Here $est Main Street formerly terminated, but now High­
way 150 provides I t  a westward extension across the va lle y  by 
means of a new steel-and-concrete high-level bridge. The Terminal 
•does not use th is  bridge* Instead, i t  turns southwest and in ­
clines sharply down the bank on a curving track with a 10$ gradi­
ent. I t  swings, f i r s t  west, then abruptly north acros- the riv e r 
on a bridge so low i t  Is  occasionally flooded, dodges under the 
new highway bridge, and then, veering westward once more, ascends 
the west bank of the Vermilion on a grade of better than 10,i. 
These slopes tax the capacity of even the e le c tric  engines, and 
they are too steep for any other form of ra ilroad  power. (2)
Some years ago In a period of high water the Term inal’ s 
bridge gave way and the ra ilro ad  borrowed the services of the Hew 
York Central wrecking crane to re trieve  the remains of the bridge, 
and also  some coal cars with which i t  had been weighted. The 
crane was delivered to the scene by a large steam locomotive.
Once th© job was done, the steam engine could neither p u ll the 
crane up out of the v a lle y , nor even climb the grade without the 
load I A Terminal e le c tric  engine pulled the "steamer*1 back onto 
a more conventional right of way. (3)
Over these harrowing grades, combined with sharp curves, 
the Terminal supplies the I l l in o is  Power Company power house with 
about 50^  of it s  coal, the rem inder now being trucked from the 
mine. Four carloads of coal Is  as large a load as the Class wBf* 
engines can maneuver up out of the Vermilion v a lle y . This ex­
trao rd in a rily  awkward entrance has deterred the Terminal from
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developing freight connections on the in-town side of the river, 
and the rugged relief of this river-junction site precludes con­
struction of a belt line such as might otherwise be indicated 
around a city as busy aa : anvllle. The one railroad connection 
made near Banvllle is four miles to the west at Hlllery. Here 
the Hew York Central serves a large strip mine and the Terminal 
picks up the coal for the power plant*
Another obstacle more straightforward than the Danville 
entrance is encountered six miles west of town, where th© railroad 
crosses the Vermilion River and a minor tributary* The two 
streams meet In a valley deeply Incised Into th® till plain, and 
locally known as Possum Trot* The nearby Big Four crosses the 
area on a high-level steel bridge one third of a mile long* The 
Terminal uses the valleys of small tributary streams to dip 
sharply below the surface of the plain, descending into the valley 
and ascending out of It again on gradients of 0 § meanwhile cross* 
Inj tha watercourses on one large timber trestle and two smaller 
wooden bridges* Apart from the usual problems of handling freight 
trains up the steep slopes out of this valley, the railroad Is 
subject to almost continuous expense for -maintenance work on the 
Possum Trot bridges— a factor frequently mentioned as hastening 
discontinuance of service on the Danville end of the line*
Despite the physical difficulties, service into Danville 
would doubtless foe continued if a substantial volume of traffic 
had been sustained* But freight traffic, as well as passeager, 
has fallen off* The lanvllle power plant is no longer a major 
element In the Illinois Fewer Company network, but has bean
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relocated to a stand-by status In which its coal consumption is 
much reduced.* And th© Terminal, instead of hauling all the fuel 
for the power plant as in former years, now gets only half of the 
much smaller traffic* The business of supplying oil to bulk dis­
tributors at Vamilion Heights and Batsstown also dwindles year 
toy year a® highway trucking takes over* Merchandise traffic has 
shrunk for the same reason* Traffic in milk and cream, to which 
the Traction at one time catered with special cars, has likewise 
taken to the road— true, a faithful few Individual shippers send 
their cream to lanvllle on the Terminal from points even west of 
Decatur, but not on a significant scale* (4)
At the east end, the Terminal 1® not favored in the quality 
of coal lifted lately adjacent to its line* The one on-line mine 
east of Springfield I s  a small strip operation at Grays, but 
quality of the coal is so low that it i s  difficult to sell* Good 
coal is obtainable from th© liew York Central at Hillery, but that 
line parallels the Terminal and thus serves aost of the aiarkets 
between Champaign and .Danville to which the Terminal has access* 
The € * & i..# I* interchange at Brens on for m&nj years gave the 
Terminal an abundance of good coal for the outlets it had, but the 
mine closed and the C* & L. I* tore up the track early in 1950.
The terminal serves no ©levators east of a ra th e r  large one at 
Delong, and the railroad has decided that that facility is a good 
place to chop off the east end, thus preserving the C* k E* I* 
Interchange at Glover and the several elevators east of Urbana*
The interchange conducted with the Sew York Central at Hillery 
consists ohiefly of through traffic which can just as well be
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switched at Crbana if facilities are so arranged, and the latest 
word leads us to believe that the Terminal intends to establish 
a small yard for that purpose east of Urbana*
From what has been said it is clear that freight business 
has dwindled at the Danville end of the eastern division* If 
passenger traffic hat! held up, it would be contrary to the trend 
visible elsewhere on the line* However, it has not held up in any 
such volume as to pay its '©ay* True, the morning trip out of 
Lanville brings a group of eight or ten deaf children to school in 
Champaign, but at a low ratej and the late afternoon departure 
from Danville generally carries a full load of fifty passengers, 
but they are almost all for country stop® within the first few 
miles west of the city. It is rare to find more than six passen­
gers on board at Urbana, and these generally get off at Champaign*
(5) Partly because the Danville traffic is shared with a paral­
leling bus line, the Terminal does very little business on the far 
east end*
From a business point of view, therefore, the railroad 
wishes to take the line out of Danville* City and state highway 
officials are pleased for other reasons at the prospect of their 
doing so, as the Terminalfs right of way down $es$ :aIn Street Is 
a double-track line (inherited froa the streetcar system) along 
which the brick paving seriously mrs the new highway entrance 
into downtown anvllle. Removal of the track will clear the street 
for a new pavement to match the new bridge, and anvil!© will be 
happy to .bid goodbye to the electric line which its citizens 
welcomed with even greater Joy at the turn of the century*
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(X) Interview with M* E* Palmer, General Agent. Champaign.
May 15, 1351.
(2/ Interview wtt'a Lee &ortaanf formerly dispatcher and later 
ticket agent at iJanville, now freight clerk*
(3) Interview with 14* E* Palmer*
(4) Interviews with ..ir* Lee Horiaan.
(5) Personal observation, substantiated by various conductors*




It Is evident that the Illinois Terminal is concerned ever 
less with the earl;? function of the electric lines of carrying 
people from place to place, and ever more with the movement of 
such basic item# as coal, oil, steel, grain, and their derived 
c on nod jf. tie 3, from points of Origin toward areas of consumption*
The railroad*® strategic position between mine and river 
enables it to profit from the Increasing use of waterways to carry 
coal, while still sharing in the heavy coal shipments by rail to 
points not accessible to the rivers* And, while some oil traffic 
has been lost to barges, to pipelines, and to trucks, there seems 
good reason to believe that the railroads will continue to handle 
distribution of oil \?here the volume of business does not warrant 
construction of a pipeline and where distance precludes economical 
transport by truck*
The predominantly cash*grain mechanised agriculture of 
central Illinois establishes a series of economic relationships 
typified on one hand by the manufacture of farm machinery In 
Springfield out of steel from Granite City, and on the other by 
the liquor Industry of Peoria which utilises bottles from Alton* 
Irm within the radius of its own lines, the Terminal thus encom­
passes contrasting areas of heavy industry and extensive agricul­
ture, and' serves eommanltles which range from the major metropoli­
tan to the quaintly rural.
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But the ;erminal#s traf ic  flow* far beyond the railroad’s 
iia edlat# facilities* Each afternoon as the Pennsylvania’s "hot- 
shot1* scheduled freight prepares to pull out of the yard opposite 
it. Louis a Terminal Diesel hurries across the McKinley Bridge 
with a final twenty cars of St# Louis merchandise to be delivered 
the second morning at Philadelphia, Bayonne, Kew York, or Boston# 
On p€srhsps less exacting schedules, other shipments originating 
on the Terminal or through traffic handled over its rails sty be 
found travelling on other lin e s all over the country* Because 
the Traction Division joins the highly Important t* Louis and 
Peoria gateways$ it ahares In the heavy transcontinental freight 
aoveiaents made by way of these centers, and also accommodates con­
siderable traffic from f-t# Louis toward Chicago, Milwaukee, and 
other points north and west*
The Tex:iainal has survived when other interurban lines did 
not, because it ceased to rely for revenue on psaeenger traffic 
alone and became an Important fre ig h t handler* -ell situated with 
respect to natural resources, industrial areas, end .a jo r marketa 
on its own lin e s , it overcomes physical handicaps and attains 
prosperity for the additional reason that it shares directly in 
the transcontinental traffic of two irjajor railroad gateways (St* 
Louis and ooria) and indirectly in that of a third (Chicago)*
The well-being demonstrated by the present stock dividend rata of 
eight per cent testifies to the significance of these geographic 
factors*
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C la ca tion 0/ R e v e n u e  Tjonnage
T a  b (e  ZUr
Products of Agriculture
Wheat.. ............. ........................Corn....................................
OatS. . . . .  rr~. ‘ .....................................
Rice...........A .......................................................................
Flour and meal...................................................................
Mill products, N. O. S...... ............. .................................
Straw.......... ................ ......................................................
Cotton, linters, noils and regins......... fcj.....................
Soybeans................................................... .................... JW
Soybean oil cake and meal.................................. ......
Fruits and vegetables............................. ......................Jl*
Malt, N. O. S......................................................................
All other products of agriculture.. . . .....................
Total Products of Agriculture.............................
Animals and Products
Hides, skins and pelts, N. O S . . . . .
Leather, N. O. S..........................,|L.
All other animals and products........
Total Animals and Products.
? ' i.Products of M ines
Bituminous coal..................
Coke......................................
Iron ore................................................. .................... L. ;
Lead ore and concentrates...............................................
Other ores and concentrates................... ........................
Barytes....................................................- . . . . . . . .
Clay and bentonite.............................. . .  ja .♦.
Sand, industrial........................................................i . . . .
Gravel and sand (other than glass or molding)...........
Stone............................. ...................... , L .gfl.
Petroleum, crude............ .................... '.u. ...I. <. . .  |. .<)V
Asphalt............................. , ............................................ <*1
Salt.................................... . > . . . . .  <■
Phosphate rock.................................. .. ...............■>§|
Sulphur................................. . ..
All other products of mines........ *141i;.......... &
Total Products of Mines. .0ISO................ i . f*
Prodl'cts of Forests
Posts, poles and piling, wooden..................... . . . .  .
Ties, railroad..................................{5 ..............................
Lumber, shingles and lath..............................................
Box, crate and cooperage materials.............................
All other products of forests.................................. j . M
Total Products of Forests..................................
M anufactures and M iscellaneous
Petroleum products...................... ! . . . . . . . . . . .
Soybean oil..................................... f . . . . . . .  .
Vegetable and nut oils................. .. • .......... . ' . . .
Sulphuric acid................................ .*■ '• • - - -
Other chemicals............................... M l • Vr** • •
Fertilizers, N. O. S.......................... .. .7 , .
Tar, pitch and creosote.................... '420** . . . . . . .
Paint, paint material, putty and varnish.....................
Aluminum............................................. : .................. ... jtr?-
Copper, brass and bronze........................ v;V. Q^l
Lead and zinc...................... .......................... .... t
Alloys for steel manufacture............................................
Iron, pig....................................... .,...................................
Iron and steel, N. O. S .....................................................
Iron and steel nails and wire (woven and not woven).
Manufactured iron and steel. . . ......................................
Iron and steel pipe and fittings.......................................
Agricultural implements and parts.............................if;
Machinery and parts.........................................................
Rails, railway track material and equipment parts.. .
Vehicles, motor, N. O. S. (Tractors)..............................











































































































































































1taerification ofi (Revenue ZJonnage Ta b Is H r(conf^l.)
M anufactures and M iscellaneous —  Cont’d.
Cement.............................................................. «MKjj
Brick, building tile and refractories.......................
Lime, N. O. S..............................................................
Wood pulp......................................... .................. ........
Scrap paper and rags.......................................... .
Newsprint paper and printing paper.....................
Paper bags and wrapping paper.............................
Paperboard, fibreboard, pulpboard and wallboard 
Building paper and prepared roofing materials...
Insulating materials, N. O. S..................................
Electrical equipment and parts, N. O. S...............
Glass bottles, jars and packing glasses, N. O. S ..
Glass, all other........................ ..................................
Refrigerators, freezing apparatus and parts.........
Stoves, ranges and parts.......... ............................
Furniture and parts, N. O. S...................................
Boots, shoes, and findings, N. O. S........................
Beverages........................... .........................................
Sugar, sirup and molasses.......................................
Candy and confectionery.........................................
Food products, N. O. S., in cans and packages...
Starch..................................Ji&«................................
Feed, animal and poultry, N. O. S ........................
Containers..........................H l§ i ..............................
Scrap iron and scrap steel........................................
Furnace slag................................................................
Waste materials for remelting, N. O. S .................
Waste materials, N. O. S .........................................
All other manufactures and miscellaneous...........
Total Manufactures and Miscellaneous... 
Forwarder Traffic (C. L .)........................................
Grand Total, Carload T raffic............. Wjo* • • •
A ll L. C. L. Freight...............................if.............





















































































































Originating on line........................................................... 1.56 1.54 1.02 .97 2.58 2.51
Received from connections............................................. .69 .69 .70 .82 1.39 1.51
Animals and Products
Originating on line........................................................... .01 .01 .06 .06 .07 .07
Received from connections............................................. .16 .18 .11 .05 .27 .23
Products of M ines 
Originating on line........................................................... 5.59 6.51 4.79 6.18 10.38 12.69
Received from connections............................................ 34.57 31.72 3.77 2.11 38.34 33.83
Products of Forests
Originating on line........................................................... .01 .04 .07 .07 .08 .11
Received from connections............................................ .39 .34 .73 .74 1.12 1.08
M anufactures and M iscellaneous
Originating on line........................................................... 8.58 9.82 14.86 15.63 23.44 25.45
Received from connections............................................ 11.66 11.88 8.56 8.75 ' 20.22 20.63
-F orwarder Traffic (C. L .)............................................
Originating on line...........................................................







Less Carload Traffic 
Originating on line........................................................... .04 .06 .03 .05 .07 .11
Received from connections............................................ .04 .06 .01 .01 .05 .07
All Classes
Originating on line........................................................... 15.79 17.98 22.54 24.43 38.33 42.41
Received from connections............................................ 47.79 45.10 13.88 12.49 61.67 57.59
Total....................................................................... 63.58 63.08 36.42 36.92 100.00 100.00
